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0. INTRODUCTION
In 1891 Hurwitz [7] introduced a space H
g,n
of generic meromorphic functions of given
genus g and degree n. This space may be described in purely topological terms as the space
of n-sheeted simple branched coverings of the 2-sphere S2 by a closed connected oriented
surface of genus g. More generally, for any closed oriented (not necessarily connected)
surface & one can deÞne a Hurwitz space H(&, n) whose points are represented by n-sheeted
simple branched coverings &PS2. This space is a connected non-compact complex mani-
fold of complex dimension 2n!s(&) where s is the Euler characteristic. The interest to the
Hurwitz spaces is at least partially due to their closed relationships with the moduli spaces
of surfaces.
The problem of compactiÞcation of H (&, n) received considerable attention in algebraic
geometry, see the fundamental paper of Harris and Mumford [6] and more recent papers
[3, 5, 10]. A topological description of the compactiÞcations studied in these papers seems
to be unknown.
The aim of our paper is to give an elementary topological construction of a non-trivial
compactiÞcation of H (&, n). We deÞne a compact topological space N (&, n) containing
H(&, n) as an everywhere dense open subspace. The idea behind our deÞnition is to
represent a typical limit point of H (&, n) by a simple branched covering f : &PS2 endowed
with a family of disjoint based discs in S2. Such a family indicates a direction of degener-
ation for f: the branch points of f lying in the discs contracts to the base points of the discs.
It turns out that there are no degenerations of higher orders so that such ÔÔdecoratedÕÕ
branched coverings form a compact space.
We introduce a natural stratiÞcation of N(&, n). It is induced via a canonical
projection N (&, n)PCP2n~s(&) from the stratiÞcation of the complex projective space
by the orbits of the symmetric group acting by permutations of coordinates. As an
application we compute the Euler characteristic of N(&, n) in terms of 2-coloured graphs
(Theorem 4.2).
The interest of the authors in the study of Hurwitz spaces was inspired by the work of
Dubrovin [4] on Frobenius structures. Dubrovin shows that the Hurwitz space H(&, n)
admits a natural Frobenius structure. We suppose that this structure extends (possibly in
a weakened form) to N (&, n). At the moment of writing we have only partial results in this
direction (not included here).
The Hurwitz space H(&, n) is the simplest example of a space of holomorphic
mappings of Riemannian surfaces into a Þxed target space. Such spaces and their compac-
tiÞcations play an important role in the theory of Gromov—Witten invariants and quantum
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cohomology (see, for instance, [2, 9, 13]). It would be interesting to extend the methods of
this paper in this direction.
Our construction raises a number of questions: What is the local structure of
N(&, n) and, in particular, is N(&, n) a complex manifold or at least a complex analytic
orbifold? What is the global structure of N(&, n) and, in particular, what is the
rational cohomology ring of N (&, n)? What are the relations with the Harris-Mumford
compactiÞcation ?
The paper consists of four sections. In Section 1 we deÞne the spaces H (&, n) and
N(&, n). In Section 2 we prove that N(&, n) is compact. In Section 3 we discuss the
stratiÞcation of N (&, n) mentioned above. In Section 4 we compute the Euler characteristic
of N (&, n). In Section 5 we establish a technical result used in Section 3.
Notation. Throughout the paper the symbol & denotes a Þxed closed oriented surface.
The symbol S2 denotes a unit Euclidean 2-sphere with a Þxed orientation.
1. THE SPACES H AND N
1.1. Simple branched coverings
By a branched covering f :&PS2 we mean a Þnite-sheeted branched covering such that
the orientation of S2 lifts via f to the given orientation of &. For any n-sheeted branched
covering f :&PS2 there is a Þnite set of points of S2 whose pre-image consists of (n
points; these are the branch points of f. By the classical Riemann—Hurwitz theorem, the
number of branch points of f is smaller or equal to 2n!s (&).
An n-sheeted branched covering f : &PS2 is said to be simple if there are at least n!1
points of & over each point of S2. The branched covering f is simple if and only if it has
2n!s (&) branch points.
Two branched coverings f :&PS2 and f @ :&PS2 are said to be equivalent if there is
a homeomorphism a : &P& such that f"f @a. The equality f"f @a ensures that a preserves
the orientation of &.
1.2. The Hurwitz space
Let H"H(&, n) be the set of equivalence classes of simple n-sheeted branched coverings
f : &PS2. The point of H represented by a simple branched covering f will be denoted
by [ f ].
The set H is provided with a topological structure as follows. An open neighborhood of
a point x3H is determined by a choice of a simple branched covering f :&PS2 represent-
ing x and a family of disjoint discs MB
l
LS2N
l
where l runs over the branch points of f and
B
l
is a closed topological 2-disc embedded in S2 such that l3IntB
l
"B
l
TLB
l
. The (open)
neighborhood of x"[ f ] in H corresponding to MB
l
N
l
consists of the points [hf ] where
h runs over the homeomorphisms S2PS2 equal to the identity outside Z
l
IntB
l
. According
to Hurwitz [7], H is a connected topological space. It is clear that the topological type of
H depends only on the topological type of & and the number n.
Assigning to each point [ f ]3H the (unordered) set of the branch points of f we obtain
a mapping from H to the space, A
k
, of unordered subsets of k"2n!s (&) distinct points in
S2. This mapping is a topological (non-ramiÞed) covering with a Þnite number of sheets. For
the computation of the number of sheets, see [7].
It is clear that A
k
is an open complex manifold of complex dimension k. Lifting the
complex structure on A
k
to H we obtain a complex structure on H.
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1.3. Decorated functions
A decorated function (on the surface &) is a triple ( f, E, MD
e
N
e|E
) where f :&PS2 is
a simple branched covering, E is a Þnite subset of S2 disjoint from the set of branch points of
f, and MD
e
N
e|E
are disjoint closed 2-discs embedded in S2 such that: e3IntD
e
for all e3E,
each D
e
contains at least two branch points of f, and the circles MLD
e
N
e
do not contain
branch points of f. Note that EWD
e
"e. To simplify notation, we shall often write
( f, E, MD
e
N
e
) meaning that e runs over E. By the number of sheets of a decorated function
( f, E, MD
e
N
e
) we mean the number of sheets of f. By the multiplicity of a point e3E we mean
the number of branch points of f lying in D
e
. Clearly,
0)card (E ) n!s(&)/2
where n is the number of sheets of f.
An isotopy of a decorated function ( f, E, MD
e
N
e
) is a family of decorated functions
(u
t
f, E, Mu
t
(D
e
)N
e
) where Mu
t
: S2PS2N
t|*0,1+
is an isotopy of the identity mapping u
0
"id
S¨
such that for all t3[0, 1] the homeomorphism u
t
preserves (pointwise) E and the branch
points of f lying outside Z
e
D
e
. Thus, an isotopy of ( f, E, MD
e
N
e
) deforms the mapping f and
the discs MD
e
N
e
via an isotopy of S2 Þxing the points e3E and the branch points of f lying in
S2T (Z
e
D
e
). An isotopy may be used to contract the discs MD
e
N
e
into arbitrary small
neighborhoods of the points e3E.
We say that two decorated functions ( f, E, MD
e
N
e|E
) and ( f @, E@, MD@
e
N
e|E{
) are equivalent if
E"E@ and f @ may be obtained from f by an isotopy and/or composition with a homeomor-
phism &P&. In other words, these decorated functions are equivalent if E"E@ and there
are homeomorphisms a, u
1
making the following diagram commutative
and such that (i) u
1
Þxes the points e3E and the branch points of f lying outside Z
e
D
e
;
(ii) u
1
is isotopic to the identity in the class of homeomorphisms S2PS2 Þxing these points;
(iii) u
1
(D
e
)"D@
e
for all e3E. Note that under these conditions, a preserves the orientation
of &.
Every simple branched covering f :&PS2 will be regarded as a decorated function with
E"0. It is easy to check that for simple branched coverings the equivalence relations
deÞned in the previous paragraph and in Section 1.1 coincide; cf. the argument in the proof
of the following useful lemma.
1.3.1. LEMMA. ‚et ( f, E, MD
e
N
e
) be a decorated function on &. ‚et g :S2PS2 be a homeo-
morphism Þxing the branch points of f and isotopic to the identity in the class of such
homeomorphisms. „hen the decorated function (gf, E, MD
e
N
e
) is equivalent to ( f, E, MD
e
N
e
).
Proof. Let FLS2 be the set of branch points of f. Let Mu
t
: S2PS2N
t|*0,1+
be an isotopy
relating u
0
"id
S¨
to u
1
"g such that u
t
Þxes F for all t3[0, 1]. This isotopy lifts in
a unique way to an isotopy Ma
t
:&P&N
t|*0,1+
of the identity mapping a
0
"id& such that
fa
t
"u
t
f for all t3[0, 1]. To see this, it suƒces to note that the restriction of f to &T f ~1(F)
is a topological (non-ramiÞed) covering of the punctured sphere S2TF so that the isotopy of
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S2TF induced by Mu
t
N
t
lifts to &T f~1(F) and then extends to & by the identity on f~1(F).
Clearly, gf"u
1
f"fa
1
. By deÞnition of the equivalence for decorated functions,
( fa
1
, E, MD
e
N
e
) is equivalent to ( f, E, MD
e
N
e
).
1.3.2. Remark. The deÞnition of decorated functions is motivated by our aim to com-
pactify H. Indeed, consider a homotopy Mt
t
: S2PS2N
t|*0,1+
of t
0
"id
S¨
contracting certain
disjoint closed 2-discs MD
e
LS2N
e
into points e3IntD
e
. Assume that for t(1, t
t
is
a homeomorphism equal to the identity outside a small neighborhood of Z
e
D
e
. For any
simple branched covering f :&PS2, we have a path t>t
t
f : [0, 1)PH. To embed H into
a compact space, we need to provide a limit point corresponding to t"1. Our idea is to
consider the triple ( f, MeN, MD
e
N
e
) as the limit point.
1.4. The space N
Denote by N"N(&, n) the set of equivalence classes of n-sheeted decorated functions
on & where n*1. Clearly, H"H (&, n)LN. The point of N represented by a decorated
function ( f, E, MD
e
N
e
) will be denoted by [ f, E, MD
e
N
e
].
An open neighborhood of a point x3N is determined by a choice of a decorated
function ( f, E, MD
e
N
e
) representing x and a family of disjoint closed 2-discs
MB
l
LS2T(Z
e
D
e
)N
l
such that every open disc IntB
l
contains exactly one branch point of
f and every branch point of f lies either in Z
e
D
e
or in a certain (unique) IntB
l
. Thus, the
discs MB
l
N
l
are numerated by the branch points l of f not lying in Z
e
D
e
. The corresponding
(open) neighborhood of x consists of the points of N represented by decorated functions
( fI : &PS2, GLS2, MDI
g
N
g|G
) such that Z
g
DI
g
LZ
e
D
e
and fI can be presented as a composi-
tion hf where h is a homeomorphism S2PS2 equal to the identity outside
Z
e
IntD
e
XZ
l
IntB
l
. We impose no restrictions on the number card(G) which may be
smaller, equal, or greater than card(E ). It is clear that the intersection of this neighborhood
of x with H consists of the points [hf ] where h runs over the homeomorphisms S2PS2
equal to the identity outside Z
e
IntD
e
XZ
l
IntB
l
. If x3H then E"0 and we obtain the
neighborhoods in H deÞned in Section 1.2.
As usual, a subset A of N is said to be open if A contains every its point x with a certain
neighborhood of x in N. Our immediate aim is to show that N is a topological space
containing H as an everywhere dense open subset.
1.5. THEOREM. „he open sets in N form a topological structure on N. „he Hurwitz space
H is open and everywhere dense in N.
The Þrst claim of Theorem 1.5 will be proven in Section 1.7 using Lemma 1.6. The
second claim of the theorem follows directly from deÞnitions. Note that since H is
connected so is N.
1.6. LEMMA. ‚et ” and ”@ be two neighborhoods of a point x3N determined by decorated
functions ( f, E, MD
e
N
e
) and ( f @, E, MD@
e
N
e
) representing x and two systems of discs
MB
l
LS2T(Z
e
D
e
)N
l
and MB@
l
LS2T (Z
e
D@
e
)N
l
, respectively. If D@
e
LD
e
and B@
l
LB
l
for all e, l,
then ”@L”.
Proof. Note Þrst that the decorated functions ( f, E, MD
e
N
e
) and ( f @, E, MD@
e
N
e
) are equiva-
lent and therefore the set of branch points of f lying outside Z
e
D
e
coincides with the set of
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branch points of f @ lying outside Z
e
D@
e
. Thus the discs MB
l
N
l
and MB@
l
N
l
are numerated by one
and the same set of points l3S2 so that the inclusion B@
l
LB
l
makes sense.
Denote by » the open neighborhood of x3N determined by ( f, E, MD
e
N
e
) and MB@
l
N
l
.
Clearly, »L”. It suƒces to prove that ”@L». Therefore we can restrict ourselves to the
case where B
l
"B@
l
for all l.
A similar argument shows that we can restrict ourselves to the case where D@
e
"D
e
for all
e3E. Indeed, since the branch points of f @ lie in Z
e
D@
e
XZ
l
B
l
, there are no branch points in
Z
e
(D
e
TD@
e
). Therefore ( f @, E, MD
e
N
e
) is a decorated function. Using Lemma 1.3.1 and an
isotopy of S2 collapsing each D
e
onto D@
e
, it is easy to show that the decorated function
( f @, E, MD
e
N
e
) is equivalent to ( f @, E, MD@
e
N
e
) and therefore represents the same point x3N.
Denote by » be the neighborhood of x determined by ( f @, E, MD
e
N
e
) and the discs MB
l
N
l
. It is
obvious that ”@L» and it suƒces to prove that »L”.
From now on we assume that B
l
"B@
l
for all l and D@
e
"D
e
for all e3E. We shall
prove that ”"”@. The proof is divided into four steps (1)—(4). Step (1) amounts
to the following simple observation which follows directly from the deÞnition of neighbor-
hoods in N.
(1). Let g be a homeomorphism S2PS2 equal to the identity outside Z
e
IntD
e
. Then
the neighborhood in N determined by the decorated function (g f, g (E), MD
e
N
e
) and the discs
MB
l
N
l
is equal to the neighborhood ” in N determined by ( f, E, MD
e
N
e
) and MB
l
N
l
.
At the next step we prove the lemma in a special case where f @ is obtained from f by
a composition with a Dehn twist along a simple closed loop in S2T(Z
e
D
e
) parallel to the
circle LD
e
.
(2). Let e
0
3E and let » be a collar of LD
eÒ
in S2T(Z
e
IntD
e
XZ
l
IntB
l
). Let g"g
eÒ
be
the Dehn twist along the core of the annulus » such that g"id outside ». Then the
neighborhood ”@LN determined by the decorated function (g f, E, MD
e
N
e
) and the discs
MB
l
N
l
is equal to the neighborhood ”LN determined by ( f, E, MD
e
N
e
) and MB
l
N
l
.
It follows from deÞnitions that (g f, E, MD
e
N
e
) is a decorated function. (Although we shall
not need it, observe that this decorated function is isotopic to ( f, E, MD
e
N
e
) via an isotopy
which is the identity outside »ZD
eÒ
and which rotates D
eÒ
around e
0
to the angle of 2n.)
A typical point y3”@ can be represented by a decorated function (hg f, G, MDI
g
N
g|G
) where h is
a homeomorphism S2PS2 equal to the identity outside Z
e
IntD
e
XZ
l
IntB
l
and
Z
g
DI
g
LZ
e
D
e
. Choose a collar »@ of LD
eÒ
in D
eÒ
disjoint from G and from the set of branch
points of f. Note that »X»@ is an annulus and the concatenation of the Dehn twist in
» with the identity in »@ is isotopic to the concatenation of the identity in » with the Dehn
twist along the core of »@. Therefore the homeomorphism hg is isotopic to a homeomor-
phism h@ : S2PS2 equal to h outside »@. The isotopy between hg and h@ is constant outside
»X»@. Since »X»@ meets neither G nor the branch points of f, the decorated functions
(hg f, G, MDI
g
N
g|G
) and (h@f, G, MDI
g
N
g|G
) are isotopic. Therefore
y"[hg f,G, MDI
g
N
g3G
]"[h@f,G, MDI
g
Ng3G]3”,
where the last inclusion follows from the fact that h@ : S2PS2 is the identity outside
Z
e
IntD
e
XZ
l
IntB
l
. Thus, ”@L”. By symmetry between ” and ”@, we have also ”L”@.
At the next step we prove the lemma in another special case where f @ is obtained from
f by a deformation in a small neighborhood of the circles MLD
e
N
e
.
(3). Let … be a neighborhood of Z
e
LD
e
in S2 consisting of narrow annuli so that … is
disjoint from the set of branch points of f and the sets Z
l
B
l
and E. Let j : S2PS2 be
a homeomorphism equal to the identity outside …, preserving every circle LD
e
set-wise and
isotopic to the identity in the class of such homeomorphisms. (The last condition excludes
the Dehn twist along LD
e
.) Then the neighborhood ”@LN determined by the decorated
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function (jf, E, MD
e
N
e
) and the discs MB
l
N
l
is equal to the neighborhood ”LN determined
by ( f, E, MD
e
N
e
) and MB
l
N
l
.
Note Þrst that the decorated function (jf, E, MD
e
N
e
) is isotopic to ( f, E, MD
e
N
e
) and
therefore represents x. Let us prove the inclusion ”L”@. Any point y3” can be
represented by a decorated function (h f, G, MDI
g
N
g|G
) where h is a homeomorphism S2PS2
equal to the identity outside Z
e
IntD
e
XZ
l
IntB
l
and Z
g
DI
g
LZ
e
D
e
. Reducing slightly the
discs MDI
g
N
g
we can assume that they lie in Z
e
IntD
e
. Then there is a neighborhood …@ of
Z
e
LD
e
in …WZ
e
D
e
consisting of annuli disjoint from h~1(Z
g
DI
g
). Using the assumptions
on j it is easy to construct a homeomorphism j@ : S2PS2 which is equal to j outside
Z
e
IntD
e
and is equal to the identity on (Z
e
D
e
)T…@. Moreover we can assume that j@ is
isotopic to the identity via an isotopy constant on (S2T…)X(Z
e
D
e
T…@) and preserving the
circles MLD
e
N
e
set-wise. Let Mj@
t
:S2PS2N
t|*0,1+
be such an isotopy relating j@
0
"id
S¨
to
j@
1
"j@.
Observe that the decorated function (h f, G, MDI
g
N
g|G
) is isotopic to the decorated function
(hj@f, G, MDI
g
N
g|G
). The isotopy is provided by the homeomorphisms Mu
t
"hj@
t
h~1 :
S2PS2N
t|*0,1+
where u
0
"id
S¨
and u
1
h f"hj@
1
f"hj@f. Our assumptions ensure that
each u
t
Þxes pointwise the discs MDI
g
N
g|G
, the branch points of h f and the set GLZ
g
DI
g
.
Therefore
y"[h f,G, MDI
g
Ng3G]"[hj@f,G, MDI gNg3G].
Thus, y belongs to the neighborhood of x determined by the decorated function
(j@f, E, MD
e
N
e
) and the discs MB
l
N
l
. By Step (1), this neighborhood coincides with the neighbor-
hood of x determined by the decorated function (gj@f, g (E ), MD
e
N
e
) and the discs MB
l
N
l
, where
g : S2PS2 is an arbitrary homeomorphism equal to the identity outside Z
e
IntD
e
. Setting
g"j (j@)~1 we obtain (gj@f, g(E), MD
e
N
e
)"(j f, E, MD
e
N
e
) since jD
E
"j@D
E
"id
E
. Hence y3”@.
This proves the inclusion ”L”@. By symmetry between ” and ”@, we have ”"”@.
(4). Now we can prove that in general ”"”@. By assumption, the decorated functions
( f, E, MD
e
N
e
) and ( f @, E, MD
e
N
e
) represent the same point x3N. Therefore there are homeo-
morphisms a :&P& and u
1
: S2PS2 such that : f @"u
1
fa~1 and u
1
Þxes the points e3E
and the branch points of f not lying in Z
e
D
e
; u
1
is isotopic to the identity in the class of
homeomorphisms S2PS2 Þxing these points; u
1
(D
e
)"D
e
for all e3E.
Let … be a neighborhood of Z
e
LD
e
in S2 consisting of narrow annuli disjoint from the
set of branch points of f @ and the sets Z
l
B
l
and E. The mapping u~1
1
sends the union of
circles Z
e
LD
e
onto itself via an orientation preserving homeomorphism. This homeomor-
phism extends to a homeomorphism j :S2PS2 which is equal to the identity outside …,
preserves every circle LD
e
set-wise and is isotopic to the identity in the class of such
homeomorphisms. The decorated function (j f @, E, MD
e
N
e
) represents x and, by Step (3), the
neighborhood in N determined by this decorated function and the discs MB
l
N
l
is equal to ”@.
Clearly, j f @"ju
1
fa~1 where the homeomorphism ju
1
is the identity on Z
e
LD
e
. Therefore,
replacing if necessary f @ by j f @, we can restrict ourselves to the case where u
1
is the identity
on Z
e
LD
e
.
Note that u
1
maps the set Z
e
D
e
homeomorphically onto itself. Denote by g the
homeomorphism S2PS2 equal to u~1
1
on Z
e
D
e
and equal to the identity outside Z
e
IntD
e
.
The decorated function (gf @, g (E), MD
e
N
e
)"(gf @, E, MD
e
N
e
) represents x and, by Step (1), the
neighborhood in N determined by this decorated function and the discs MB
l
N
l
is equal to ”@.
Therefore, replacing if necessary f @ by g f @, we can restrict ourselves to the case where u
1
is
the identity on Z
e
D
e
.
By assumption, u
1
is isotopic to the identity in the class of homeomorphisms S2PS2
preserving the set E and the branch points of f not lying in Z
e
D
e
. We assume also that u
1
is
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the identity on the discs MD
e
N
e
. It is easy to deduce that there is an isotopy Mu
t
: S2PS2N
t|*0,1+
relating u
1
to u
0
"id
S¨
such that each homeomorphism u
t
Þxes the set E and the branch
points of f not lying in Z
e
D
e
and preserves the discs MD
e
N
e
set-wise. The isotopy Mu
t
N
t
rotates
each D
e
around e a certain number of times, say r
e
3Z. We can restrict ourselves to the case
where all r
e
are equal to zero. Indeed, replace f @ with f @@"<
e
g~r
ee
f @ where g
e
is the Dehn
twist along the loop parallel to LD
e
as at Step (2). By Step (2) the neighborhood in
N determined by the decorated functions ( f @, E, MD
e
N
e
) and ( f @@, E, MD
e
N
e
) are the same. It is
clear that f @@"u@
1
fa~1 where u@
1
"<
e
g~r
ee
u
1
. An isotopy relating id to u@
1
yields zero
rotation numbers for all D
e
. Thus, we can assume that r
e
"0 for all e. It is easy to deduce
now that there is an isotopy Mu
t
:S2PS2N
t|*0,1+
relating u
1
to u
0
"id
S¨
such that each
u
t
Þxes the branch points of f not lying in Z
e
D
e
and Þxes the discs MD
e
N
e
point-wise. These
conditions imply that u
t
Þxes all the branch points of f.
Let us prove that ”@L”. A typical point y3”@ is represented by a decorated function
(h f @, G, MDI
g
N
g|G
) where Z
g
DI
g
LZ
e
D
e
and h is a homeomorphism S2PS2 equal to the
identity outside Z
e
IntD
e
XZ
l
IntB
l
. We have
h f @"hu
1
fa~1"(hu
1
h~1) h fa~1.
The isotopy Mhu
t
h~1 : S2PS2N
t|*0,1+
between hu
1
h~1 and the identity induces an isotopy of
decorated functions (h fa~1, G, MDI
g
N
g|G
) and (h f @, G, MDI
g
N
g|G
). It is here that we need the
conditions on Mu
t
N
t
formulated above : they ensure that hu
t
h~1 Þxes the set GLZ
g
DI
g
and
the branch points of h fa~1 for all t3[0, 1]. Therefore
y"[h f @, G, MDI
g
Ng3G]"[h fa~1, G, MDI gNg3G]"[h f, G, MDI gNg3G]3”.
This proves the inclusion ”@L”. By symmetry, ”"”@.
1.7. Proof of „heorem 1.5. It suƒces to verify that the intersection of any two open sets
in N is open. This amounts to proving the following assertion:
(*). For any neighborhoods ”, ”@ of points in N and any x3”W”@, the intersection
”W”@ contains a neighborhood of x.
The proof of (*) is based on two observations.
(1). Let ” and ”@ be two neighborhoods of x3N. Then ”W”@ contains a neighbor-
hood of x.
Assume that ” and ”@ are determined by decorated functions ( f, E, MD
e
N
e
) and
( f @, E, MD@
e
N
e
) representing x and systems of discs MB
l
N
l
and MB@
l
N
l
, respectively. Take any
decorated function ( f @@, E, MD@@
e
N
e
) representing x such that D@@
e
LD
e
WD@
e
, for all e3E. For
each branch point l3B
l
WB@
l
of f, f @, f @@, choose a closed disc B@@
l
LB
l
WB@
l
such that
l3IntB@@
l
. By Lemma 1.6, the neighborhood of x determined by ( f @@, E, MD@@
e
N
e
) and MB@@
l
N
l
is
contained both in ” and ”@.
(2). If ” is a neighborhood of x3N then for every y3”, there is a neighborhood of
y contained in ”.
Indeed, let ” be determined by a representative ( f, E, MD
e
N
e
) of x and discs MB
l
N
l
as
above. Let y3” be represented by a decorated function (h f, G, MDI
g
N
g|G
) as in Section 1.4.
The branch points of h f are the images of the branch points of f under h. There is one
branch point of h f in each open disc IntB
l
; other branch points of h f lie in Z
e
IntD
e
. Choose
closed disc neighborhoods MBI
r
N
r
of the branch points of h f not lying in Z
g
DI
g
. We choose the
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discs MBI
r
N
r
so small that they lie in Z
l
IntB
l
XZ
e
IntD
e
and do not meet Z
g
DI
g
. We claim
that the neighborhood » of y determined by (h f, G, MDI
g
N
g|G
) and the discs MBI
r
N
r
is contained
in ”. Every point in »WH is represented by a function h@h f where h@ :S2PS2 is a homeo-
morphism equal to the identity outside Z
g
IntDI
g
XZ
r
IntBI
r
. Clearly, the composition h@h is
the identity outside Z
e
IntD
e
XZ
l
IntB
l
. Therefore [h@h f ]3”. Thus, »WHL”. A similar
argument applies to points of »TH so that »L”.
Claim (*) directly follows from (1) and (2).
1.8. Remarks. 1. The construction of the space N (&, n) is multiplicative with respect to
disjoint union of surfaces. More precisely, if &, &@ are disjoint closed connected oriented
surfaces then the obvious inclusion
H(&†&@, n)L †
1)i)n!1
H(&, i)] H(&@, n!i)
extends to a homeomorphism
N(&†&@, n)+ †
1)i)n!1
N(&, i)] N(&@, n!i).
We shall not use this fact and leave its proof to the reader.
2. The language of branched coverings &PS2 used in this paper is equivalent to the
one of meromorphic functions on & where & is provided with a complex structure. To
establish the equivalence of these languages it suƒces to observe that for any branched
covering f : &PS2, a Þxed complex structure on S2 uniquely lifts to & so that f becomes
a holomorphic mapping, see [8].
2. THE SPACE N IS COMPACT
In this section we prove that N"N (&, n) is compact (Theorem 2.5). We begin with
a natural projection from N to a complex projective space.
2.1. The mapping q :NPPk
For k*1, denote by Pk the quotient of (S2)k by the permutations of coordinates. The
space Pk parametrizes the unordered families of k points (possibly coinciding) in S2. The
families consisting of k distinct points in S2 form an open subspace A
k
LPk, cf. Section 1.2.
A classical argument shows that Pk can be identiÞed with the projective space CPk.
We construct a canonical mapping q :N(&, n)PPk with k"2n!s (&). The image q (x)
of a point x"[f, E, MD
e
N
e
]3N is the unordered set consisting of the branch points of f not
lying in Z
e
D
e
(taken with multiplicity 1) and the points e3E taken with multiplicities
deÞned in Section 1.3. The mapping q : NPPk extends the mapping HPA
k
deÞned in
Section 1.2. It is easy to check that q is continuous and open (so that the image of an open
subset of N is open in Pk).
2.2. LEMMA. „he space N is Hausdor⁄.
Proof. Let x, y be distinct points of N. We shall prove the existence of disjoint
neighborhoods ”
x
Mx, ”
y
My. Since q :NPPk is continuous and Pk is Hausdor⁄ it
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suƒces to consider the case q (x)"q (y). Then we can present x and y by decorated functions
with the same decoration ( f
x
, E, MD
e
N
e
) and ( f
y
, E, MD
e
N
e
), respectively. Choose small disjoint
closed disc neighborhoods MB
l
N
l
of the (common) branch points of f
x
and f
y
not lying in
Z
e
D
e
. Let ”
x
and ”
y
be the corresponding neighborhoods of x and y. We claim that
”
x
W”
y
"0.
Assume that ”
x
W”
y
O0. By the second claim of Theorem 1.5, there is a point
z3”
x
W”
y
WH. By deÞnition of ”
x
, there is a homeomorphism h
x
: S2PS2 equal to the
identity outside Z
e
IntD
e
XZ
l
IntB
l
such that z"[h
x
f
x
]. Similarly, there is a homeomor-
phism h
y
: S2PS2 equal to the identity outside Z
e
IntD
e
XZ
l
IntB
l
such that z"[h
y
f
y
].
Hence [ f
x
]"[h f
y
]3H where h"h~1
x
h
y
. This implies that there is a homeomorphism
a : &P& such that f
x
a"h f
y
. Therefore the triple (h f
y
, E, MD
e
N
e
) is a decorated function
equivalent to ( f
x
, E, MD
e
N
e
).
Note two properties of the homeomorphism h :S2PS2: (i) it is equal to the identity
outside Z
e
IntD
e
XZ
l
IntB
l
; (ii) it Þxes the branch points of f
y
lying in Z
l
B
l
. Property (ii)
follows from the fact that the restriction of h to B
l
sends the only branch point of f
y
lying in
B
l
into the only branch point of f
x
lying in B
l
and that by assumptions these branch points
coincide.
Let us show that the decorated function (h f
y
, E, MD
e
N
e
) is equivalent to ( f
y
, E, MD
e
N
e
). By
the deÞnition of a decorated function, each e3E is not a branch point of the branched
coverings f
y
, h f
y
. Therefore the points e and h (e) are not branch points of h f
y
. If h(e)Oe
then there is a 2-disc DLD
e
containing e and h (e) and not containing branch points
of h f
y
. Let g :S2PS2 be a homeomorphism which is equal to the identity outside
D and which sends h(e) into e. By Lemma 1.3.1, the decorated function (h f
y
, E, MD
e
N
e
) is
equivalent to (gh f
y
, E, MD
e
N
e
). Applying this argument for all e3E such that h (e)Oe we
obtain that (h f
y
, E, MD
e
N
e
) is equivalent to (h@f
y
, E, MD
e
N
e
) where h@ is a homeomorphism
S2PS2 such that h@(e)"e for all e3E and h@ is equal to the identity outside
Z
e
IntD
e
XZ
l
IntB
l
. Since h@ coincides with h on Z
l
B
l
, it Þxes the branch points of f
y
lying
in Z
l
B
l
.
It is obvious that every self-homeomorphism of a closed disc B Þxing a given point of
IntB and equal to the identity on LB is isotopic to the identity id
B
in the class of such
self-homeomorphisms. This implies that h@ is isotopic to the identity in the class of
homeomorphisms S2PS2 equal to the identity outside Z
e
IntD
e
XZ
l
IntB
l
and Þxing the
branch points of f
y
lying in Z
e
B
e
and the points e3E. Hence (h@f
y
, E, MD
e
N
e
) is isotopic to
( f
y
, E, MD
e
N
e
). Therefore
x" [ f
x
, E,MD
e
N
e
]"[h f
y
, E,MD
e
N
e
]"[h@f
y
, E, MD
e
N
e
]"[ f
y
, E, MD
e
N
e
]"y.
This contradiction shows that ”
x
W”
y
"0.
2.3. LEMMA. For any x3Pk, the set q~1(x) is Þnite. Moreover, if m is the number of sheets
of the covering qD
H
:HPA
k
then card(q~1(x)) m.
Proof. Assume that there are M distinct points in the set q~1(x)LN. Since N is
Hausdor⁄, these points have disjoint neighborhoods, ”
1
,2 ,”M. Since the mapping q:
NPPk is open, the sets q (”
1
),2 , q(”M) are neighborhoods of x in Pk. The set Ak is
everywhere dense in Pk and therefore there is a point y3A
k
Wq (”
1
)W ...Wq (”
M
). The
pre-image q~1(y) meets every set ”
1
,2 ,”M. Hence M)card(q~1(y))"m.
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2.4. LEMMA. „he space N has a countable base.
Proof. We shall construct a countable family of open subsets of N such that any open
subset of N is a union of sets belonging to this family. Let Z be a countable everywhere
dense subset of S2. Let Z
k
LPk be the set consisting of unordered families of k points
(possibly coinciding) lying in Z. Clearly, Z
k
is countable. By Lemma 2.3, the set q~1(Z
k
)LN
is also countable. For each point x3q~1(Z
k
), we deÞne a countable base M”r(x)N
r
of
neighborhoods of x in N as follows. Let ”r(x) be a neighborhood of x in N determined by
a decorated function ( f, E, MD
e
N
e
) representing x and a system of closed discs MBr
l
N
l
of radius
1/r with centers in the branch points l of f not lying in Z
e
D
e
. (We use the Euclidean metric
on S2.) Here r runs over big positive integers such that the discs MBr
l
N
l
are disjoint and do not
meet Z
e
D
e
. Varying r and x3q~1(Z
k
) we obtain a countable family of open sets M”r(x)N. It
is easy to show that this is a base in N.
2.5. THEOREM. „he space N is compact.
Proof. Since N has a countable base, it suƒces to prove that any sequence Mx
r
3NN
r|N
contains a converging subsequence. Since the space Pk is compact, we can assume that
q(x
r
)PX where X3Pk is an unordered family of k points in S2. Let MlN be the set of points
which enter X with multiplicity 1 and let E"MeN be the set of points which enter X with
multiplicities Mk
e
*2N
e
. For a positive integer r, denote by Br
l
the closed disc in S2 of radius
1/r with center l. Denote by Dr
e
the closed disc in S2 of radius 1/r with center e3E. We shall
always assume r to be big enough so that these discs are disjoint.
Assume Þrst that the points Mx
r
N
r
belong to H. Let f
r
: &PS2 be a simple branched
covering representing x
r
. By assumption, the family q (x
r
) consisting of the branch points of
f
r
converges to X. Passing if necessary to a subsequence of Mx
r
N
r
, we can assume that each
disc IntBr
l
contains exactly one branch point of f
r
and each disc IntDr
e
contains exactly
k
e
branch points of f
r
(for all r). Note that under these assumptions all branch points of f
r
lie
in Z
e
IntDr
e
XZ
l
IntBr
l
.
Choose a homeomorphism h
r
:S2PS2 such that : h
r
is equal to the identity outside
Z
e
IntDr
e
XZ
l
IntBr
l
; h
r
sends the branch points of f
r
lying in the discs MIntBr
l
N
l
into the
centers MlN of these discs; h
r
is a small deformation of the identity inside Z
e
Dr
e
such that none
of the points e3E is a branch point of h
r
f
r
. Then the decorated function (h
r
f
r
, E, MDr
e
N
e|E
)
represents a point in q~1(X)LN. By Lemma 2.3, the set q~1(X) is Þnite. Therefore passing
if necessary to a subsequence of the sequence Mx
r
N
r
, we can assume that the decorated
functions (h
r
f
r
, E, MDr
e
N
e
)
r
represent one and the same point, x3q~1(X).
We claim that the sequence Mx
r
N
r
converges to x. Indeed, let ” be a neighborhood of x in
N determined by a decorated function ( f, E, MD
e
N
e
) representing x and closed disc neighbor-
hoods MB
l
N
l
of the branch points MlN of f not lying in Z
e
D
e
. For suƒciently big r, we have
Dr
e
LD
e
and Br
l
LB
l
for any e, l. By Lemma 1.6, the neighborhood of x in N determined by
(h
r
f
r
, E, MDr
e
N
e
) and the discs MBr
l
N
l
is contained in ”. The point x
r
"[ f
r
] belongs to the
neighborhood in question and therefore x
r
3”, for suƒciently big r. This proves the
convergence x
r
Px.
The case where the points Mx
r
N
r
do not necessarily lie in H is considered similarly. Let
( f
r
: &PS2, G
r
LS2, MDI r
g
N
g|G
r
) be a decorated function representing x
r
. Passing if necessary
to a subsequence of Mx
r
N
r
and replacing ( f
r
, G
r
, MDI r
g
N
g|G
r
) by an isotopic decorated function,
we can assume that each disc IntBr
l
contains exactly one branch point of f
r
, each disc IntDr
e
contains k
e
branch points of f
r
, and
Z
g3Gr
DI r
g
LZ
e
Dr
e
. (2.5a)
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For each r, we introduce a homeomorphism h
r
:S2PS2 as above; we additionally require
that the points g3G
r
are not branch points of h
r
f
r
. As above, we can assume that the
decorated functions (h
r
f
r
, E, MDr
e
N
e|E
)
r
represent one and the same point x3q~1(X). We
claim that the sequence Mx
r
N
r
converges to x. Indeed, let ” be a neighborhood of x in
N determined by a decorated function ( f, E, MD
e
N
e
) representing x and closed disc neighbor-
hoods MB
l
N
l
of the points MlN. For suƒciently big r, we have Dr
e
LD
e
and Br
l
LB
l
for all e, l.
By Lemma 1.6, the neighborhood of x in N determined by (h
r
f
r
, E, MDr
e
N
e
) and the discs MBr
l
N
l
is contained in ”. By (2.5a), the point x
r
"[ f
r
, G
r
, MDI r
g
N
g|G
r
] belongs to this neighborhood.
Therefore x
r
3”, for suƒciently big r. This proves the convergence x
r
Px.
3. A STRATIFICATION OF N
In this section we show that the canonical stratiÞcation of Pk lifts to a natural
stratiÞcation of N. The construction is based on the notion of the characteristic graph of
a point of N.
3.1. Characteristic graphs
We need the following terminology. By a labelled partially coloured graph or, brießy, an
lpc-graph, we shall mean a pair (!, E) where E is a Þnite set and ! is a Þnite graph whose
vertices and edges are provided with non-negative integers (the ÔÔlabelsÕÕ) and whose certain
vertices are provided with elements of E (the ÔÔ coloursÕÕ). The vertices of ! not provided with
elements of E are said to be uncoloured. An isomorphism of lpc-graphs (!, E)P(!@, E@) is
a graph isomorphism !+!@ preserving the labels and the set of coloured vertices and
transforming the colours of vertices via a bijection E+E@.
To each point x3N(&, n) we associate an lpc-graph (!
x
, E
x
) as follows. Let
( f : &PS2, ELS2, MD
e
N
e
) be a decorated function representing x. Set E
x
"E. The set
f~1(Z
e
LD
e
) consists of disjoint simple loops in & which split & into a Þnite number of
compact connected subsurfaces M&
v
N
v
. These subsurfaces bijectively correspond to the
vertices MvN of !
x
. We provide each vertex v of !
x
with a numerical label equal to the genus
of &
v
. The image of &
v
under f is either a disc D
e
or the sphere with holes S2T (Z
e
IntD
e
). If
f (&
v
)"D
e
then we colour v with e3E. If f (&
v
)"S2T (Z
e
IntD
e
) then v is uncoloured.
Each component C of f~1(Z
e
LD
e
) gives rise to an edge of !
x
connecting two (distinct)
vertices of !
x
corresponding to the subsurfaces of & adjacent to C. One of these vertices is
uncoloured and the other one is coloured with a certain e3E. We provide this edge with
a numerical label equal to the (absolute value of the) degree of the covering f D
C
:CPLD
e
.
The pair (!
x
, E
x
) is an lpc-graph whose isomorphism class does not depend on the
choice of a decorated function representing x. We call (!
x
, E
x
) the characteristic graph of x.
This graph has no loops (i.e., edges with coinciding endpoints) but may have multiple edges
(i.e., di⁄erent edges with the same endpoints). Note also that any uncoloured vertex of
(!
x
, E
x
) is connected by an edge to at least one e-coloured vertex, for all e3E
x
.
The following lemma computes from the graph (!
x
, E
x
) the multiplicity k
e
of a point
e3E deÞned as the number of branch points of f lying in D
e
.
3.2. LEMMA. For a vertex v of !
x
, denote by d(v) the number of edges of !
x
incident to
v and by g(v) the numerical label of v. „hen for any e3E
x
,
k
e
"n# +
v3»
e
(d(v)#2g(v)!2), (3.2a)
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where »
e
is the set of e-coloured vertices of !
x
. Similarly, the number k
o
of branch points of
f lying in S2T (Z
e
D
e
) is given by
k
o
"2n!n card (E)# +
v3»
o
(d(v)#2g(v)!2), (3.2b)
where »
o
is the set of uncoloured vertices of !
x
.
This lemma implies the useful equality s (&)"2s (!
x
)!2+
v
g (v) where the sum on the
right-hand side runs over all vertices of !
x
. Indeed, adding (3.2a) for all e and (3.2b) we
obtain
k
o
#+
e
k
e
"2n!2s(!
x
)#2+
v
g(v).
Since f is simple, the total number of its branch points k
o
#+
e
k
e
is equal to 2n!s (&). This
yields s(&)"2s(!
x
)!2+
v
g(v).
Proof of the lemma. Let &
v
be the subsurface of & corresponding to a vertex v of !
x
. It is
clear that &
v
is a compact connected oriented surface of genus g (v) with d(v) components of
the boundary. Therefore s(&
v
)"2!2g (v)!d (v). On the other hand, if e3E
x
is the colour
of v then the mapping f : &
v
PD
e
is a simple branched covering of a certain degree N
v
and
with a certain number ‚
v
of branch points. It is easy to compute that s (&
v
)"N
v
!‚
v
.
Therefore
‚
v
"N
v
#d(v)#2g(v)!2.
Summing up such equalities over the e-coloured vertices of !
x
we obtain (3.2a). Formula
(3.2b) is proven similarly.
3.3. Spaces N
g,n
and H
g,n
In the case where & is a closed connected oriented surface of genus g the spaces N(&, n)
and H (&, n) will be denoted by N
g,n
and H
g,n
, respectively. The characteristic graph of any
point of H
g,n
has one uncoloured vertex endowed with label g and no edges. The next
theorem gives necessary and suƒcient conditions for an lpc-graph to be the characteristic
graph of a point of N
g,n
.
3.4. THEOREM. A labelled partially coloured graph (!, E) is isomorphic to the character-
istic graph of a point of N
g,n
with g*0, n*1 if and only if the following seven conditions are
met:
(1) ! is connected;
(2) every edge of ! connects a coloured vertex with an uncoloured one;
(3) the labels of all the edges are positive; for each e3E, the sum of the labels over the edges
of ! incident to e-coloured vertices is equal to n;
(4) the sum of the labels over the vertices of ! is equal to s (!)#g!1;
(5) if an edge of ! is labelled with 1 and its coloured endpoint v is not incident to other
edges, then g (v)"0;
(6) for each e3E, the number k
e
deÞned by (3.2a) is greater or equal to 2;
(7) for any uncoloured vertex v of ! and a 2-sphere with card(E) holes S whose boundary
components Mc
e
N
e
are numerated by the elements of E, there is a simple branched covering
j :Q
v
PS such that Q
v
is a compact connected orientable surface of genus g (v), and for every
e3E, the components MCN of j~1(c
e
) bijectively correspond to the edges of ! connecting v to
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the e-coloured vertices of ! so that the degree of the covering j : CPc
e
is equal to the label of
the corresponding edge.
Proof. It is straightforward to check the properties (1)—(7) for the graph !
x
constructed
above. Conversely, assume that (!, E) satisÞes (1)—(7). Choose disjoint closed 2-discs
MD
e
LS2N
e|E
and identify each e3E with the center of D
e
. For every uncoloured vertex v of
!, choose a simple branched covering j
v
: Q
v
PS2T (Z
e
IntD
e
) satisfying Condition (7). (Here
c
e
"LD
e
for all e3E.)
It follows from [12, Corollary 2.1] that for every vertex w of ! coloured with e3E there
is a compact connected orientable surface Q
w
of genus g(w) and a simple branched covering
j
w
:Q
w
PD
e
such that the components MCN of LQ
w
bijectively correspond to the edges of
! incident to w so that the degree of the mapping j
w
D
C
:CPLD
e
is equal to the label of the
corresponding edge. Deforming, if necessary, j
w
we can assume that e3IntD
e
is not
a branch point of j
w
.
Now we glue the surfaces MQ
v
N
v
corresponding to the vertices of !. More precisely, for an
edge a of ! connecting an uncoloured vertex v with an e-coloured vertex w we glue Q
v
to
Q
w
along their boundary components corresponding to a. The gluing is performed using
any lift of j~1
v
j
w
. Performing such gluings for all edges of ! we obtain a closed connected
oriented surface & of genus g and a simple branched covering f :&PS2. (The orientation of
& is induced by the orientation of S2 via f. ) It is easy to observe that ( f, E, MD
e
N
e
) is
a decorated function. If x is the point of N
g,n
represented by this decorated function, then
(!, E ) is isomorphic to (!
x
, E
x
).
3.5. Stratifications of N and Pk
For every lpc-graph (!, E ) satisfying conditions of Theorem 3.4, denote by H (!, E) the
set of points of N
g,n
whose characteristic graph is isomorphic to (!, E ). If two lpc-graphs
(!, E ) and (!@, E@) are isomorphic then H(!, E )"H (!@, E@), otherwise H (!, E) and H(!@, E@)
are disjoint. Thus, N
g,n
is a Þnite disjoint union of its subspaces MH (!, E )N
(!,E) numerated by
the isomorphism classes of lpc-graphs satisfying conditions of Theorem 3.4.
We can easily describe the image of H(!, E ) under the mapping q : N
g,n
PPk construc-
ted in Section 2.1, where k"2g#2n!2 and Pk is the space of unordered families of
k points in S2. Note Þrst that Pk admits a canonical stratiÞcation as follows. The strata are
parametrized by families of integers K"Mk
e
N
e|E
where E is a Þnite set of indices, k
e
*2, for
all e3E, and +
e
k
e
)k. (The integers Mk
e
N
e
are not supposed to be distinct.) The correspond-
ing stratum P
K
LPk is formed by families of card(E )#k!+
e
k
e
distinct points in S2 where
card(E ) points are provided with multiplicities Mk
e
N
e|E
and the remaining k!+
e
k
e
points
have multiplicity 1. It is obvious that P
K
is a connected complex manifold of complex
dimension card(E)#k!+
e
k
e
. For instance, if K"0 then P
K
"A
k
LPk. If K consists of
one element k then P
K
"PMkN"S2 is the diagonal in Pk consisting of points in S2 taken with
multiplicity k. If K consists of one element k@(k then the stratum P
K
"PMk@NLPk is formed
by the families of k!k@#1 distinct points in S2 where one of these points is provided with
multiplicity k@ and the remaining k!k@ points have multiplicity 1.
We have the following theorem.
3.6. THEOREM. ‚et (!, E ) be an lpc-graph satisfying the conditions of „heorem 3.4. ‚et
K"Mk
e
N
e|E
be the family of integers deÞned by (3.2a). „hen q (H(!, E ))"P
K
. Moreover, the
mapping q : H(!, E )PP
K
is a Þnite-sheeted topological covering.
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This theorem implies that H(!, E ) is a topological manifold. We can lift the complex
structure on P
K
to H(!, E ) so that H (!, E ) becomes a complex manifold of dimension
dimC H(!,E )"dimC (Pk)"card (E)#k!+e ke .
For instance, if ! consists of one uncoloured vertex with label g and E"0 then
H(!, E )"H
g,n
.
Proof of theorem. The inclusion q (H(!, E))LP
K
follows from the deÞnitions and
formula (3.2a). By Theorem 3.4, the space H(!, E ) is non-empty. Let ( f, E, MD
e
N
e
) be
a decorated function representing a point of H (!, E ). Composing f with an isotopy of S2 in
itself and moving (E, MD
e
N
e
) via the same isotopy we can obtain a point of H (!, E ) whose
image under q is any given point of P
K
. Hence q (H(!, E))"P
K
.
It follows from the results of Section 2 that H (!, E) is Hausdor⁄ and the mapping
q : H(!, E)PP
K
is continuous and Þnite-to-one. Therefore to prove the second claim of the
theorem it suƒces to prove that q :H(!, E )PP
K
is a local homeomorphism. For this, it is
enough to prove that for any x3H(!, E ) and any suƒciently small open neighborhood
» of x in H(!, E ) the set q (») is open in P
K
and the restriction q D
V
is injective. Let ” be an
open neighborhood of x in N
g,n
determined by a decorated function ( f, E, MD
e
N
e
) represent-
ing x and disjoint closed 2-discs MB
l
N
l
, cf. Section 1.4. Clearly, »"”WH (!, E ) is a neigh-
borhood of x in H(!, E ). We shall prove that q (») is open in P
K
and q D
V
is injective.
Denote by »@ the subset of N
g,n
represented by decorated functions of type
(hf, G, MD@
g
N
g|G
) where: h is a homeomorphism S2PS2 equal to the identity outside
Z
e
IntD
e
XZ
l
IntB
l
; G is a subset of Z
e
D
e
meeting each disc D
e
in one point g (e)3IntD
e
and D@
g(e)
"D
e
. Clearly »@L”WH (!, E )"». It follows directly from deÞnitions that q (»@)
is an open ball in P
K
. It is easy to observe that two decorated functions as above
representing points of »@ with equal images in P
K
are isotopic. Therefore qD
V{
is injective.
To accomplish the proof we shall show that »@"». A typical point z3»"
”WH (!, E ) is represented by a decorated function (hf, G, MDI
g
N
g|G
) where h is a homeomor-
phism S2PS2 equal to the identity outside Z
e
IntD
e
XZ
l
IntB
l
and Z
g
DI
g
L Z
e
D
e
. Each
disc DI
g
is contained in the disc D
e
for a certain unique e"e (g)3E. Since x, z3H(!, E ), the
characteristic graphs of both x and z are isomorphic to (!, E ). Therefore card(G)"card(E).
Moreover, it follows from (3.2a) that the family of multiplicities of the points of E with
respect to the decorated function ( f, E, MD
e
N
e
) coincides with the family of multiplicities of
the points of G with respect to the decorated function (hf, G, MDI
g
N
g|G
). This is possible only if
the mapping g>e(g) :GPE is bijective and the set Z
g
(D
e(g)
TDI
g
) does not contain branch
points of hf. Then the decorated function (hf, G, MDI
g
N
g|G
) is isotopic to (hf, G, MD@
g
N
g|G
) where
D@
g
"D
e(g)
. Hence z3»@. This proves the equality »"»@.
3.7. Examples and remarks
(1). Let g"0, n"2. It is easy to see that the covering q : H
0,2
PA
2
is a homeomor-
phism. It follows from Lemma 2.3 that the mapping q : N
0,2
PP2"CP2 is a homeomor-
phism as well. There are two graphs satisfying the conditions of Theorem 3.4: the graph
consisting of one uncoloured vertex with label 0 and the graph (!, E ) formed by three
vertices a, b, c, two edges ab, bc, and one-element set of colours E such that the labels of the
vertices are equal to 0, the labels of the edges are equal to 1, the vertices a, c are uncoloured
and b is coloured with the only element of E. Clearly, q maps H (!, E) homeomorphically
onto the 2-sphere S2LP2 formed by the points of S2 taken with multiplicity 2.
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(2). Let g"0, n"3. There are seven graphs M(!
i
, E
i
)N6
i/0
satisfying the conditions of
Theorem 3.4. Here E
0
"0, the sets E
1
"E
2
"E
4
"E
5
have one element, e, and the sets
E
3
"E
6
have two elements, e, e@. All vertices of these graphs are labelled with 0. The graph
!
0
has one uncoloured vertex and no edges. The graph !
1
has two vertices connected by an
edge labelled with 3. One of the vertices is coloured with e. The graph !
2
has three vertices
a
1
, a
2
, a
3
and two edges a
1
a
2
, a
2
a
3
labelled with 1 and 2, respectively. The vertex a
2
is
coloured with e. The graph !
3
has three vertices a
1
, a
2
, a
3
and two edges a
1
a
2
, a
2
a
3
both
labelled with 3. The vertices a
1
, a
3
are coloured with e and e@, respectively. The graph !
4
has
four vertices a
1
,2, a4 and three edges a1a2, a2a3, a3a4 labelled with 1. The vertices a1, a3
are coloured with e. The graph !
5
has four vertices a
1
,2 , a4 and three edges
a
1
a
2
, a
1
a
3
, a
1
a
4
labelled with 1. The vertex a
1
is coloured with e. The graph !
6
has seven
vertices a
1
,2 , a7 and six edges aiai‘1, i"1,2, 6 labelled with 1. The vertices a1, a5 are
coloured with e and the vertices a
3
, a
7
are coloured with e@.
For g"0, n"3, the space P2g‘2n~2"P4 of the families of four points in S2 splits
into Þve strata: P0"A4 (the points are distinct), PM2N (coincidence of two points), PM3N (co-
incidence of three points), PM4N
(coincidence of four points), and PM2,2N
(two pairs of coin-
ciding points). Set H
i
"H(!
i
, E
i
) for 0)i)6. It is easy to see that q (H
0
)"P0,
q(H
1
)"q (H
4
)"PM2N, q (H2)"PM3N, q(H3)"q (H6)"PM2,2N, q (H5)"PM4N. It is not diƒcult
to compute the degrees of q on the strata: deg qD
HÒ
"4, deg qD
H˙
"3, and deg qD
H
i
"1, for
2)i)6.
(3). Generally speaking, the stratum H (!, E) may be non-connected. There are simple
suƒcient conditions which ensure that H (!, E ) is connected. For instance, assume that for
every uncoloured vertex v of ! there exists a colour e(v)3E such that the labels of all the
edges of ! connecting v with vertices whose colour is di⁄erent from e(v) are equal to 1. Then
H(!, E ) is connected. This can be deduced from [12, Theorem 2.3], cf. Section 5.
3.8. Degree of q : H(!, E )PP
K
It is a challenging question to compute the degree of the covering q : H(!, E)PP
K
provided by Theorem 3.6. The next theorem computes deg q in the case dimC H(!, E ) 2.
To formulate this theorem we need the following deÞnition. Let (!, E ) be an lpc-graph with
card(E )"2. The graph (!, E) is said to be symmetric if there is an automorphism of (!, E)
extending the non-trivial involution in E. In other words, (!, E ) is symmetric if there is
a graph automorphism of ! preserving the labels of the vertices and edges, preserving the set
of uncoloured vertices, and changing the colours of the coloured vertices. It is clear that if
(!, E"Me, e@N) is a symmetric 2-graph, then k
e
"k
e{
where k
e
, k
e{
are the numbers deÞned
by (3.2a).
3.9. THEOREM. ‚et (!, E ) be an lpc-graph satisfying the conditions of „heorem 3.4 and
such that dimCH (!, E ) 2. ‚et K"MkeNe|E be the family of integers deÞned by (3.2a). „hen
the mapping q : H(!, E )PP
K
is a homeomorphism except in the case where card(E )"2,
(!, E ) is non-symmetric, and k
e
"g#n!1 for all e3E. In this case q :H(!, E )PP
K
is
a two-sheeted covering.
Proof. Note that the space N
g,1
is empty for g*1 and consists of one point for g"0.
As it was already mentioned above, q : N
0,2
PP2 is a homeomorphism. In the remaining
part of the proof we assume that n*2 and g#n*3. The symbol & denotes a Þxed closed
connected oriented surface of genus g. Set k"2g#2n!2.
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It is clear that dimCH(!, E )*card(E ). If card(E)"0 then dimCH (!, E )"k*3. Thus
under our assumptions, card(E )"1 or card(E)"2. The proof goes by checking several
independent cases.
Case dimCH(!, E )"1. As it is explained above, in this case card(E)"1. A decorated
function ( f :&PS2, E, MD
e
N
e|E
) represents a point, x, of a stratum H (!, E ) of complex
dimension 1 if and only if the set E consists of one point e3S2 and the disc D
e
contains all
branch points of f. The corresponding characteristic graph !
x
has one e-coloured vertex, v,
labelled with g and n uncoloured vertices labelled with 0 and connected to v by single edges
labelled with 1. Thus, there is exactly one (up to isomorphism) lpc-graph satisfying
conditions of Theorem 3.4 and such that dimCH(!, E )"1. Therefore the space Ng,n has
a unique stratum H(!, E ) of complex dimension 1.
By deÞnition, q (x)"q ([ f, e, D
e
])"e where e is endowed with multiplicity k
e
"
k"2g#2n!2. Thus, q maps H(!, E) in the diagonal S2LPk. In view of Theorem 3.6 it
suƒces to prove the injectivity of q on H (!, E ). We should prove that any two decorated
functions ( f :&PS2, e, D
e
) and ( f @ : &PS2, e, D@
e
) such that D
e
(resp. D@
e
) contains all branch
points of f (resp. of f @) are equivalent. Replacing, if necessary, the decorated function
( f @, e, D@
e
) by an isotopic one, we can assume that D@
e
"D
e
.
Since the Hurwitz space H
g,n
is connected, there is a path b : [0, 1]PH
g,n
connecting
b(0)"f to b (1)"f @. The branch points of b (t)3H
g,n
with t3[0, 1] form a braid on
k strings in S2][0, 1]. By assumption, the endpoints of the braid lie in (IntD
e
TMeN)]M0, 1N.
Using a general position argument and the fact that q :H
g,n
PA
k
is a topological covering
we can deform the path b (Þxing its ends) so that the corresponding braid lies in
(IntD
e
TMeN)][0, 1]. There is an isotopy Mu
t
: S2PS2N
t|*0,1+
of the identity mapping
u
0
"id
S¨
moving the branch points of f along the strings of this braid; we can assume that
each u
t
is the identity on S2TIntD
e
and Þxes e. By the uniqueness of the lifting of paths
in A
k
to H
g,n
, we have b(t)"[u
t
f ]3H
g,n
for all t. In particular, [ f @]"b (1)"[u
1
f ].
Therefore f @ can be obtained from u
1
f by composition with a homeomorphism &P&.
The isotopy M(u
t
f, e, D
e
)N
t|*0,1+
relates the decorated functions ( f, e, D
e
) and (u
1
f, e, D
e
).
By the previous remark, the decorated function (u
1
f, e, D
e
) is equivalent to ( f @, e, D
e
).
Therefore the decorated functions ( f, e, D
e
) and ( f @, e, D
e
) are equivalent and represent one
and the same point of N
g,n
. This proves the injectivity of q on H(!, E ).
Case dimCH (!, E)"2 and card(E )"1. A decorated function ( f :&PS2, E, MDeNe|E)
represents a point x of such a stratum H (!, E ) if and only if the set E consists of
one point e and the disc D
e
contains all branch points of f except one. It is clear that the
characteristic graph !
x
has one e-coloured vertex, v, labelled with g and n!1 uncoloured
vertices labelled with 0 and connected to v by single edges, the label of one of the edges being
2 and the labels of all the other edges being 1. Thus, there is exactly one (up to isomorphism)
lpc-graph satisfying the conditions of Theorem 3.4 and such that dimCH (!, E )"2 and
card(E )"1. Therefore the space N
g,n
has a unique stratum H (!, E) satisfying these
conditions.
By deÞnition, q (x)"q ([ f, e, D
e
])"Me, *N where * is the only branch point of f lying in
S2TD
e
and the point e is endowed with multiplicity k!1"2g#2n!3. (The point * is
endowed with multiplicity 1.) Thus, q maps the stratum in question onto PMk~1N
of Pk. In
view of Theorem 3.6 it suƒces to prove the injectivity of q on this stratum. We should check
the equivalence of any two decorated functions ( f :&PS2, e, D
e
) and ( f @ :&PS2, e, D@
e
)
such that D
e
(resp. D@
e
) contains all branch points of f (resp. of f @) except one common branch
point * of f and f @ lying in S2T(DeXD@e). Replacing, if necessary, these decorated functions
by isotopic ones, we can assume that D@
e
"D
e
. It follows from [12, Theorem 3.1] (cf. also
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Section 5), that there is a path b : [0, 1]PH
g,n
connecting f to f @ such that * is a branch
point of b (t) for all t3[0, 1] so that the corresponding braid in S2 contains a vertical string
*][0, 1] We can deform b (Þxing its ends) such that the other strings lie in
(IntD
e
TMeN)][0, 1]. The remaining part of the proof repeats word for word the end of the
proof given in the case dimCH (!, E)"1.
Case dimCH(!, E )"card(E )"2. The proof is based on the following claim.
3.9.1. CLAIM. ‚et ( f :&PS2, E, MD
e
N
e
) and ( f @ : &PS2, E, MD
e
N
e
) be two decorated func-
tions such that card(E)"2 and all branch points of f, f @ lie in Z
e
D
e
. Suppose that there is an
isomorphism of their characteristic graphs k : (!, E)P(!@, E ) extending the identity in E. „hen
the decorated functions ( f, E, MD
e
N
e
) and ( f @, E, MD
e
N
e
) are equivalent in the sense of Section 1.3.
The proof of this claim uses the technique introduced in [12]. We postpone the proof to
Section 5 where we also recall the relevant technique of [12].
The assumption dimCH (!, E )"card(E)"2 implies that E consists of two elements,
e, e@, such that k
e
#k
e{
"k"2g#2n!2. We consider separately three subcases: k
e
Ok
e{
;
k
e
"k
e{
"k/2 and (!, E ) is symmetric; k
e
"k
e{
"k/2 and (!, E ) is non-symmetric.
Subcase k
e
Ok
e{
. In view of Theorem 3.6 it suƒces to prove the injectivity of q on
H(!, E ). Let x, x@ be points of H (!, E ) with q(x)"q(x@)3Pk. It is clear that q(x)"q(x@) is
a family of two distinct points, a, b, of S2 taken with multiplicities k
e
and k
e{
, respectively.
Let ( f: &PS2, Ma, bN, MD
a
, D
b
N) and ( f @: &PS2, Ma, bN, MD@
a
, D@
b
N) be decorated func-
tions representing x and x@. Replacing these decorated functions with isotopic ones, we
can assume that D@
a
"D
a
, D@
b
"D
b
. We shall prove that the decorated functions
( f, Ma, bN, MD
a
, D
b
N) and ( f @, Ma, bN, MD
a
, D
b
N) are equivalent.
Since x, x@3H (!, E ), the characteristic graphs (!
x
, E
x
"Ma, bN) and (!
x{
, E
x{
"Ma, bN)
are isomorphic to (!, E ). Therefore there is an isomorphism of lpc-graphs
(!
x
, Ma, bN)P(!
x{
, Ma, bN). This isomorphism preserves the multiplicities of the colours. The
assumption k
e
Ok
e{
implies that such an isomorphism cannot permute a and b and acts
as the identity on the set of colours Ma, bN. By Claim 3.9.1 the decorated functions
( f, Ma, bN, MD
a
, D
b
N) and ( f @, Ma, bN, MD
a
, D
b
N) are equivalent and therefore x"x@.
Subcase k
e
"k
e{
"k/2 and (!, E ) is symmetric. The argument is exactly the same as in
the previous subcase with the following di⁄erence. It may happen that the isomorphism of
lpc-graphs (!
x
, Ma, bN)P(!
x{
, Ma, bN) permutes the colours. Then we compose it with an
automorphism of (!
x
, Ma, bN) permuting a, b. Thus, there is an isomorphism (!
x
, Ma, bN)
P(!
x{
, Ma, bN) extending the identity on Ma, bN. The remaining part of the argument is as
above.
Subcase k
e
"k
e{
"k/2 and (!, E ) is non-symmetric. We should prove that the projection
q : N
g,n
PPk reduced to H (!, E ) is a two-sheeted covering of PMk@2,k@2NLPk. The same
argument as in the case of symmetric (!, E ) shows that over each point of PMk@2,k@2N lie at
most two points of H(!, E). It remains to show that over each X3PMk@2,k@2N lie at least two
points of H (!, E). Let a, b be points of S2 such that X is the family Ma, bN taken with
multiplicity k/2. Let x be a point of q~1(X)WH(!, E ) represented by a decorated function
( f : &PS2, Ma, bN, MD
a
, D
b
N). By assumption, each disc D
a
, D
b
contains k/2 branch points of
f and there are no other branch points. Let o :S2PS2 be an orientation preserving
homeomorphism permuting the points a, b and the discs D
a
, D
b
. It follows from deÞnitions
that (of :&PS2, Ma, bN, MD
a
, D
b
N) is a decorated function. It represents a point, x@, of the
same stratum H(!, E ). Indeed, o induces an isomorphism of characteristic graphs
o
*
: (!
x
, E
x
"Ma, bN)P(!
x{
, E
x{
"Ma, bN) which permutes the colours a and b. It is clear that
q(x)"q(x@)"X.
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We claim that xOx@. Indeed, if the decorated functions ( f, Ma, bN, MD
a
, D
b
N) and
(of, Ma, bN, MD
a
, D
b
N) were equivalent then there would exist homeomorphisms a, u making
the following diagram commutative:
and such that u (a)"a, u(b)"b and u(D
a
)"D
a
, u (D
b
)"D
b
. It follows from the deÞnition
of characteristic graphs that a and u induce an isomorphism (!
x
, E
x
"Ma, bN)P
(!
x{
, E
x{
"Ma, bN) which extends the identity on the set of colours Ma, bN. Composing this
isomorphism with (o
*
) ~1 we obtain an automorphism of (!
x
, E
x
"Ma, bN) permuting the
colours. This contradicts the assumption that (!, E) is non-symmetric. Hence xOx@.
4. THE EULER CHARACTERISTIC OF N
g,n
We compute the Euler characteristic of N
g,n
in terms of labelled 2-coloured graphs
deÞned below.
4.1. Labelled 2-coloured graphs
Let us Þx two colours, say, blue and red. By a labelled 2-coloured graph we mean a Þnite
connected graph G such that every vertex of G is provided with a colour (red or blue) so that
the endpoints of any edge have di⁄erent colours and every vertex (resp. edge) of G is
provided with a non-negative (resp. positive) integer called a label. We deÞne the degree
n(G) of a labelled 2-coloured graph G as the sum of the labels of the edges of G. The genus
g(G) is deÞned by g (G)"+
v
g(v)#1!s (G) where v runs over all vertices of G and g(v)
denotes the label of v. Two labelled 2-coloured graphs are isomorphic if they are related by
a graph isomorphism preserving the colours and the labels. Relationships between labelled
2-coloured graphs and lpc-graphs will be discussed in Section 4.4.
A labelled 2-coloured graph is said to be regular if it satisÞes the following two
conditions:
(i) if an edge of G is labelled with 1 and its endpoint v is not incident to other edges, then
g (v)"0;
(ii) let d (G) the number of edges of G. Then
n(G)#d(G)# +
v *4 3%$
(2g(v)!2)*2,
n(G)#d(G)# +
v is blue
(2g(v)!2)*2.
4.2. THEOREM. ‚et g*0, n*2, and g#n*3. ‚et I
g,n
be the set of isomorphism classes
of regular labelled 2-coloured graphs of genus g and degree n. „hen the Euler characteristic
of the compactiÞed Hurwitz space N
g,n
of genus g and degree n is computed by
s(N
g,n
)"card(I
g,n
)#4.
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To prove Theorem 4.2, we shall use the stratiÞcations of N
g,n
and Pk considered in
Section 3. We begin with the key lemma: only the strata of complex dimension )2
contribute non-zero to the Euler characteristic. To formulate this lemma, observe that the
closure PM
K
of a stratum P
K
LPk is a Þnite C…-space consisting of this stratum and seve-
ral strata of lower dimensions. Clearly, PM
K
TP
K
is also a Þnite C…-space. Set
s(P
K
)"s(PM
K
)!s (PM
K
TP
K
). To compute s(P
K
) one can use a cellular decomposition of
Pk such that all the strata P
K
are its subcomplexes. Then s(P
K
) is the alternating sum of the
numbers of open i-dimensional cells lying in P
K
but not in the strata of lower dimensions.
We can view s (P
K
) as the Euler characteristic of P
K
modulo inÞnity.
4.3. LEMMA. ‚et K"Mk
e
*2N
e|E
be a family of integers where E is a Þnite set of indices
and +
e
k
e
)k. ‚et m"dimC (PK). „hen
s(P
K
)"
ì
ï
í
ï
î
2 if m"1
1 if m"2 and E"0
2 if m"2 and card (E )"1
0 if m*3.
If m"2 and E consists of two elements e, e@ then
s(P
K
)"G
1 if k
e
"k
e{
2 if k
e
Ok
e{
.
Proof. Recall that P
K
LPk is formed by the unordered families of m distinct points in
S2 where card(E) points are provided with multiplicities Mk
e
N
e|E
and the remaining k!+
e
k
e
points have multiplicity 1. Clearly, m"dimC (PK)"card(E )#k!+eke and PK is a Þnite-
sheeted topological covering of the space A
m
. The covering projection P
K
PA
m
is obtained
by forgetting the multiplicities.
If m"1 then P
K
"S2 and s (P
K
)"2.
Let m"2 and E consists of one element e. We can choose a point of S2 with multiplicity
k
e
*2 in an arbitrary way and a point in its complement with multiplicity 1. Therefore P
K
is
a disc bundle over S2 and s(P
K
)"2. A similar argument applies in the case where E consists
of two elements e, e@ such that k
e
Ok
e{
.
Let m"2 and E"0. In this case P
K
"A
2
is the set of unordered pairs of distinct points
in S2. This is the quotient of (S2]S2)Tdiag by the permutation of coordinates and therefore
s(P
K
)"1. A similar argument applies in the case where E consists of two elements e, e@ such
that k
e
"k
e{
.
Since P
K
is a Þnite-sheeted topological covering of A
m
the number s (P
K
) is divisible by
s(A
m
). It remains to prove that for m*3 we have s (A
m
)"0. The space P3"CP3 of the
families of three points in S2 splits into three strata: A
3
(the three points are distinct),
PM2N
(coincidence of two points), and PM3N
(coincidence of three points). Therefore
s(A
3
)"s(P3)!s(PM2N)!s(PM3N)"4!2!2"0.
Let us assume that s(A
m
)"0 for 3)m(M and prove that s (A
M
)"0. Let M be odd,
M"2s#1 with s*2. We have
s(A
M
)"s(PM )!s(PMMN)!s(PMM!1N)!
s
+
i/2
s(PMi,M!iN)!+
K
s(P
K
)
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where K runs over the strata of PM formed by families of *3 distinct points of S2. By the
inductive assumption and the argument above, s (P
K
)"0 for any such K. Clearly,
s(PM)"M#1 and s (PMMN)"s(S2)"2. By the same argument as at the beginning of the
proof, the strata PMM~1N
and PMi,M~iN
are disc bundles over S2. Therefore their Euler
characteristics are equal to 2. Hence
s(A
M
)"(M#1)!2!2!2(s!1)"0.
Let M be even, M"2s with s*2. As above,
s(A
M
)"s(PM)!s(PMMN)!s(PMM!1N)!
s
+
i/2
s(PMi,M!iN).
The Euler characteristic s (PMi,M~iN) is equal to 2 if i(s and to 1 if i"s. This gives
s(A
M
)"(M#1)!2!2!2(s!2)!1"0.
4.4. Proof of Theorem 4.2.
It follows from Theorem 3.6 that
s(N
n,g
)" +
(!,E)
n(!,E ) s(PK(!,E )) (4.4a)
where (!, E) runs over the isomorphism classes of lpc-graphs satisfying conditions of
Theorem 3.4; K (!, E )"Mk
e
N
e|E
is the family of integers deÞned by formula (3.2a); n
(!,E ) is
the number of sheets of the covering q : H(!, E)PP
K(!,E ). It follows from Lemma 4.3, that
the non-zero summands on the right-hand side of (4.4a) correspond to the lpc-graphs (!, E)
such that dimCPK(!,E )3M1, 2N. Checking the cases speciÞed in the proof of Theorem 3.9 and
using Lemma 4.3 we obtain that
s(N
n,g
)"2 card(A
g,n
)!card(B
g,n
)#4
where A
g,n
denotes the set of isomorphism classes of lpc-graphs (!, E) satisfying conditions
of Theorem 3.4 and such that dimCH (!, E)"card(E)"2; the symbol Bg,n denotes the
subset of A
g,n
represented by symmetric lpc-graphs. Here the summand 4 arises from the
lpc-graphs (!, E ) such that dimCH(!, E )3M1, 2N and card(E )"1.
Consider an lpc-graph (!, E ) satisfying conditions of Theorem 3.4 and such that
card(E )"2. It is easy to show that dimCH(!, E )"2 if and only if every uncoloured
vertex of ! is labelled with 0 and is incident to exactly two edges with equal labels.
Indeed, the condition dimCH (!, E )"2 holds if and only if the number ko given by
(3.2b) is equal to 0; it remains to use the inequality d (v)*card(E)"2 for any uncoloured
vertex v.
Let us show now that 2 card(A
g,n
)!card(B
g,n
)"card(I
g,n
). Every labelled 2-coloured
graph G gives rise to an lpc-graphs (!, E ) with card(E )"2 as follows. Add in the middle of
each edge of G a new vertex. This vertex is uncoloured and labelled with 0. It splits the
corresponding edge of G into two subedges which inherit the label of the original edge. The
vertices of ! keep their labels and colours (red or blue). It is clear that we get an lpc-graph
(!, E ) with card(E )"2. If G is regular then (!J , E ) satisÞes all the conditions of Theorem 3.4
and dimCH(!, E)"2. This gives a mapping Ig,nPAg,n. It is easy to check that this
mapping is surjective and the pre-image of the isomorphism class of an lpc-graph consists of
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one element, if this lpc-graph is symmetric, and of two elements otherwise. Hence
card(I
g,n
)"2 card(A
g,n
)!card(B
g,n
).
5. PROOF OF CLAIM 3.9.1
In this section we shall prove Claim 3.9.1. We Þrst recall the technique of standard
systems of arcs for a branched covering of a 2-disc following [12].
5.1. Standard systems of arcs
Consider a compact oriented surface P with m*1 numerated boundary components
b1,2 , bm. Consider a simple branched covering f :PPD of degree n*1 where D is an
oriented closed 2-disk. (It is understood that the branch points of f lie in IntD.) We assume
that f is based in the sense that D is provided with a base point c3LD and each circle br is
provided with a based point cr3 f ~1(c). Under these assumptions we deÞne standard
systems of arcs for f. Roughly speaking, such a system is a Þnite family of arcs in D such that
its preimage splits P into certain standard pieces which are injectively mapped into D by f.
Throughout this subsection we assume that P is connected, the general case will be
considered in Section 5.4. To give a more precise deÞnition, we need more notation.
Denote by nr the degree of the covering brPLD. Clearly, nr*1 and n"+m
r/1
nr. The
orientation of P induces an orientation of each br. Starting from cr"cr
1
and moving in the
positive direction along br we meet consecutively other points, cr
2
,2 , crnr, of brW f ~1(c). The
arc of br leading from cr
i
to cr
i‘1
is denoted by br
i
where i3Z/nrZ. Clearly, br
i
Wf ~1(c)"
Mcr
i
, cr
i‘1
N. If nr"1 then br
i
"br. Let g denote the genus of P and Br
f
denotes the set of
branch points of f.
Consider Þrst the case m"1. A standard system of arcs for f is a family
‚"Ml*
1
,2, l*g , l1,2 , ln~1N consisting of embedded arcs in D, such that
(1) the arcs l*
1
,2, l*g lie in IntD; they are mutually disjoint and disjoint from
l
1
,2, ln~1;
(2) l*
i
WBr
f
"Ll*
i
for all i"1,2 , g;
(3) each l
i
connects c to a point q
i
3Br
f
so that l
i
WLD"c and l
i
WBr
f
"q
i
; for any
i(j we have l
i
Wl
j
"c and the tangent vectors of l
i
and l
j
at their common
endpoint c directed inside these arcs form a positive angle;
(4) let qN
i
3P be the only singular point of f belonging to f~1(q
i
) and let lM
i
, lO
i
be the arcs
in P such that f (lM
i
)"f (lO
i
)"l
i
and lM
i
WlO
i
"qN
i
. Then for i"1,2 , n!1, the arc
lM
i
XlO
i
connects c1
i
to c1
i‘1
and for i)n!2, this arc cuts from P a topological disc
P
i
such that
LP
i
"lM
i
XlO
i
Xb1
i
and deg( f D
P
i
)"1 (i.e., f maps IntP
i
homeomorphically onto its image in IntD);
(5) the preimage f ~1(l*
i
) consists of n!2 arcs and one simple closed curve lM *
i
. The
1-manifold lM
n~1
XlO
n~1
XZg
i/1
lM *
i
cuts from P a sphere with g#1 holes P* such that
LP*"lM
n~1
XlO
n~1
Xb1
n~1
XZg
i/1
lM *
i
,
P*W(Zn~2
i/1
P
i
)"P*WP
n~2
"c1
n~1
and
deg( f D
P*
)"1, deg( f DPC(P*X(Zn~2
i/1
P
i
))"1.
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Let now m*2. A standard system of arcs for f is a family
‚"Ml*
1
,2, l*g‘1, l01,2 , l0m~2, l11,2, l1n1~1,2, lm1,2 , lmnm~1N (5.1a)
consisting of embedded arcs in D, such that
(1) the arcs l*
1
,2 , l*g‘1, l01,2 , l0m~2 lie in IntD; they are mutually disjoint and disjoint
from l1
1
,2, l1n˙~1,2 , lm1,2, lmnm~1;
(2) l*
i
WBr
f
"Ll*
i
and l0
r
WBr
f
"Ll0
r
for all i, r;
(3) each arc l r
i
connects c to a point q r
i
3Br
f
so that l r
i
WLD"c and l r
i
WBr
f
"qr
i
;
if r(s or r"s and i(j then l r
i
Wls
j
"c and the tangent vectors of l r
i
and ls
j
at c directed
inside these arcs form a positive angle;
(4) let qN r
i
3P be the only singular point of f belonging to f ~1(qr
i
). Consider the arcs lM r
i
, lO r
i
such that f (lM r
i
)"f (lO r
i
)"l r
i
and lM r
i
WlO r
i
"qN r
i
. Then for i"1,2, nr!1, the arc lM ri XlO ri cuts
from P a topological disc Pr
i
such that deg( f D
Pr
i
)"1 and
LPr
i
" lM r
i
XlO r
i
Xbr
i
; (5.1b)
(5) for r"1,2, m!2 the set f ~1(l0r ) consists of n!2 arcs and one simple closed
curve lM 0
r
. This curve cuts from P an annulus P0
r
such that LP0
r
"lM 0
r
Xbr, P0
r
MPr
i
for
i"1,2, nr!1, and
deg( f D
P0rC(Xn
r~1
i/1 Pri
) )"1;
(6) the preimage f ~1(l*
i
) consists of n!2 arcs and one simple closed curve lM *
i
. The
closed 1-manifold Zg‘1
i/1
lM *
i
cuts from P a sphere with g#2 holes P* such that
LP*"bmXZg‘1
i/1
lM *
i
, Znm~1
i/1
Pm
i
LP*, Zm~2
i/1
P0
i
XZnm~1~1
i/1
Pm~1
i
LPTP*,
deg( f D
P*C(Zn
m~1
i/1 Pmi )
)"1, deg( f D
PC(P*X(Zm~2r/1 P0r )X(Zn
m~1~1i/1 Pm~1i ))
)"1.
The standard systems of arcs may be used to construct homeomorphisms of branched
coverings. SpeciÞcally, we have the following easy lemma which directly follows from the
fact that the preimage of a standard system of arcs splits P into standard pieces attached to
each other in a canonical way.
5.2. LEMMA. ‚et f :PPD, f @ :P@PD@ be two based simple branched coverings where
D, D@ are oriented 2-discs and P, P@ are compact connected oriented surfaces of the same genus
with m numerated boundary components b1,2 , bm and (b@)1,2, (b@)m, respectively. Assume
that
deg( f D
bi
: biPLD)"deg( f @D(b@)i : (b@)iPLD@) (5.2a)
for all i"1,2 ,m. Assume that there is an orientation-preserving homeomorphism of pairs
u : (D, ‚)P(D@, ‚@) where ‚LD, ‚@LD@ are standard systems of arcs for f, f @, respectively.
„hen there is a homeomorphism a :PPP@ preserving the orientation, the numeration of the
boundary components and their base points, and such that f @a"u f.
The next lemma shows that standard systems of arcs always exist.
5.3. LEMMA. Any based simple branched covering has a standard system of arcs.
Proof. We shall use the notation introduced at the beginning of Section 5.1. Consider
for concreteness the case m*2, the case m"1 is quite similar. Let us call a family of
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embedded arcs (5.1a) quasi-standard if it satisÞes conditions (1—6) where instead of (5.1b) we
have a weaker condition
LPr
i
"lM r
i
XlO r
i
Xbr
j(i)
with j (i)3M1,2, nrN. According to [12, Lemma 2.2] there is a quasi-standard system of arcs
‚ for f.
When i runs over 1,2, nr!1, the residue j (i)3Z/nrZ runs over all elements of the set
M1,2 , nrN except one, say j0"j0(‚, r). We claim that j (i)"j0#i (modnr), i.e., that the
surfaces Pr
1
, Pr
2
,2 ,Prnr~1 are attached to br along the arcs brjÒ‘1
, br
jÒ‘2
,2 , brjÒ‘nr~1
,
respectively. If nr"1 or nr"2 then our claim is obvious. Let us prove it for nr*3. Starting
at the point cr
jÒ‘1
and moving along br in the positive direction we meet consecutively
Pr
i˙
, Pr
i¨
, ...Pr
i
n
r
~˙
, where j (i
k
)"j
0
#k for all k"1,2, nr!1. The surfaces Pri˙
, Pr
i¨
meet at the
point
br
j0‘1
Wbr
j0‘2
"cr
j0‘2
"l3 r
i1
Wl3 r
i2
,
where for i"i
1
, i
2
, the arc lI r
i
is those of the arcs lM r
i
, lO r
i
which has cr
jÒ‘2
as an endpoint. It is
clear that the tangent vectors of lI r
i˙
, lI r
i¨
directed inside these arcs and based at their common
endpoint cr
jÒ‘2
form a positive angle. The mapping f projects these tangent vectors to the
tangent vectors of lr
i˙
and l r
i¨
at c. By condition 3, we have i
1
(i
2
. Applying a similar
argument to all pairs Pr
i
k
, Pr
ik‘1
we conclude that i
1
(i
2
(2(i
nr~1
. This implies that
i
k
"k for all k"1,2 , nr!1. Hence j(i)"j0#i.
Condition (5.1b) amounts to saying that j(i)"i for all i, i.e., that j
0
"nr. To prove the
lemma it suƒces to show for any r
0
"1,2, m how to transform ‚ into another quasi-
standard system of arcs ‚I such that
j
0
(‚I , r
0
)"j
0
(‚, r
0
)#1 and j
0
(‚I , r)"j
0
(‚, r), for all rOr
0
. (5.3a)
Applying such transformations we can transform ‚ into a system of arcs satisfying all
the conditions (1—6).
Fix a narrow annulus Q
0
LDTBr
f
containing LD. Fix a bigger annulus QMQ
0
contain-
ing l1
1
,2, l1n˙~1,2, lm1,2, lmnm~1 and disjoint from l*1,2, l*g‘1, l01,2, l0m~2. It is easy to
see that the set f~1(Q) is contained in the disjoint union of m annuli Q1,2, QmLP such
that QrWLP"br for r"1,2,m. Moreover, we can assume that f restricted to each Qr has
no singular points except MqN r
i
D i"1,2, nr!1N.
Fix r
0
"1,2, m. Let lI rÒ1 ,2, lI rÒnr0~1 be disjoint embedded arcs in Q satisfying the
following conditions:
(a) lI rÒi WQ0"lrÒi WQ0 for all i;
(b) the set Z
i
lI rÒi is disjoint from ‚T (ZilrÒi );
(c) for each i, LlI rÒi "Ll rÒi "Mc, qrÒi N and the loop lrÒi (lI rÒi )~1 is homotopic to LD in
QT (Z
kEi
qrÒk
).
It is easy to construct arcs lI rÒ1 ,2 , lI rÒnr0~1 atisfying (a)—(c). Let ‚I be the system of arcs
obtained from ‚ by replacing Ml rÒi Ni with MlI rÒi Ni. We claim that ‚I is a quasi-standard system
of arcs satisfying (5.3a). To prove this claim consider an isotopy of the disc D in itself which
is constant on DTQ
0
and which rotates the boundary circle LD to the angle of 2n in
the positive direction. This isotopy deforms the arcs MlrÒi Ni into certain arcs MlK rÒi Ni. This
deformation lifts via f~1 to a deformation of the topological discs MPrÒi Ni inside QrÒ such that
the arc PrÒi
WbrÒ moves along brÒ in the positive direction. Therefore each disc PrÒi is
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transformed into a new disc P] rÒi such that P]
rÒi
WbrÒ"brÒj(i)‘1 for all i. The arc lI rÒi can be
obtained from l’ rÒi by a homotopy in QT(ZkEiqrÒk ) constant at the endpoints. This homotopy
induces a deformation of P] rÒi inside QrÒ preserving the intersection P] rÒi WLP. This easily
implies that ‚I is a quasi-standard system of arcs satisfying (5.3a). This completes the proof
of the lemma.
5.4. Standard systems of arcs: the case of non-connected surfaces
Consider a based simple branched covering f :PPD of degree n*1 where D is an
oriented closed 2-disk and P is a compact oriented (not necessarily connected) surface with
numerated boundary components. We deÞne a standard systems of arcs for f as follows.
Let P
1
,2 , Pu be the components of P ordered by the following rule: if there is a
component of LP
i
preceeding all the components of LP
j
then i(j. Each P
i
is a compact
connected oriented surface endowed with a based simple branched covering f :P
i
PD. We
order the components of LP
i
using their numeration in LP. Let c3LD be the base point of D.
By a standard systems of arcs for f we mean a sequence ‚
1
,2,‚u where ‚i is a standard
systems of arcs for f : P
i
PD with i"1,2, u, such that
(*) the arcs of ‚1,2 ,‚u meet only in c; for any i(j, the tangent vectors of the arcs of
‚
i
and ‚
j
at c (directed inside D) form a positive angle.
Lemma 5.3 implies that there is a standard system of arcs for f. Indeed, this lemma
provides us with a standard system of arcs ‚
i
for each f :P
i
PD
e
. By deÞnition of a simple
branched covering, the endpoints of ‚
1
,2,‚u lying in IntD are distinct. Each system of
arcs ‚
i
remains standard under any isotopy in D constant at its endpoints. Therefore
applying such isotopies to ‚
1
,2 ,‚u, it is easy to satisfy (*).
The next lemma directly follows from Lemma 5.2.
5.5. LEMMA. ‚et f :PPD, f @ :P@PD@ be two based simple branched coverings where
D, D@ are oriented 2-discs and P, P@ are compact oriented surfaces with m numerated boundary
components b1,2 , bm and (b@)1,2, (b@)m, respectively. Assume that (5.2a) holds for all
i"1,2,m and that there is a bijection n0(P) "n0(P@) such that the corresponding connected
components of P and P@ have equal genus and the numbers of their boundary components form
the same subset of M1,2 ,mN. Assume that there is an orientation-preserving homeomorphism
of pairs u : (D, ‚)P(D@, ‚@) where ‚LD, ‚@LD@ are standard systems of arcs for f, f @,
respectively. „hen there is a homeomorphism a : PPP@ preserving the orientation, the numer-
ation of the boundary components and their base points, and such that f @a"uf.
5.6. LEMMA. ‚et ( f :&PS2, E, MD
e
N
e
) and ( f @ : &PS2, E, MD
e
N
e
) be two decorated func-
tions such that card(E)"2 and all branch points of f, f @ lie in Z
e
D
e
. Suppose that there is an
isomorphism of their characteristic graphs k : (!, E)P(!@, E) extending the identity in E. „hen
there exist orientation-preserving homeomorphisms c : &P& and l : S2PS2 such that f @c"lf
and l (e)"e for all e3E.
Proof. Let E"Ma, bN. Consider the annulus A"S2T(IntD
a
XIntD
b
). Set
DM
a
"f ~1(D
a
), DM
b
"f ~1(D
b
), D1 @
a
"( f @)~1(D
a
), DM @
b
"( f @ )~1(D
b
).
Let us enumerate the components of f~1(A) (they are all annuli). This induces a numeration
of the components of LDM
a
"f~1(LD
a
) and LDM
b
"f~1(LD
b
).
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Recall that the components of f ~1(A) bijectively correspond to the uncoloured vertices
of ! and similarly for f @ and !@. Therefore the numeration Þxed above together with the
isomorphism k : !P!@ induces a numeration of the components of ( f @)~1(A) and a numer-
ation of the components of LDM @
a
and LDM @
b
.
Choose an embedded arc tLA connecting a point c3LD
a
with a point c*3LD
b
.
Choose in the ith component of f ~1(A) (resp. ( f @)~1(A) ) a lift t
i
(resp. t@
i
) of t. The endpoints
of the arcs t
i
, t@
i
play the role of the basepoints on the corresponding components of
LDM
a
, LDM
b
, LDM @
a
, and LDM @
b
.
Having this data we can consider a standard system of arcs ‚ for f : DM
a
PD
a
and
a standard system of arcs ‚@ for f @ : DM @
a
PD
a
. It is clear that the arcs of these two systems are
numerated by one and the same family of indices. There is a homeomorphism u :D
a
PD
a
extending the identity on LD
a
and transforming ‚ into ‚@. It follows from Lemma 5.5 that
there is a homeomorphism a :DM
a
PDM @
a
preserving the numeration and the base points on the
boundary and such that f @a"uf and a maps a component of DM
a
corresponding to an
a-coloured vertex v of ! into the component of DM @
a
corresponding to k (v).
Similarly, there are a homeomorphism t : D
b
PD
b
extending the identity on LD
b
and
a homeomorphism b :DM
b
PDM @
b
preserving the numeration and the base points on the
boundary and such that f @b"tf and b maps a component of DM
b
corresponding to
a b-coloured vertex v of ! into the component of DM @
b
corresponding to k(v).
Finally we extend u†t to a self-homeomorphism l of S2 acting as the identity on the
annulus A. We extend a†b to a self-homeomorphism c of & transforming each t
i
into t@
i
and
such that f @c"lf. This proves Lemma 5.6.
5.7. Proof of Claim 3.9.1.
Lemma 5.6 yields orientation-preserving homeomorphisms c : &P& and l :S2PS2
such that f @c"lf and l(e)"e for e3E. The decorated function ( f @, E, MD
e
N
e
) is equivalent
to the decorated function ( f @c, E, MD
e
N
e
). Observe that any orientation preserving homeo-
morphism l :S2PS2 Þxing two points is isotopic to the identity in the class of homeomor-
phisms Þxing these points. Therefore the decorated function ( f, E, MD
e
N
e
) is isotopic to the
decorated function (lf, E, MD
e
N
e
). The equality f @c"lf yields the claim.
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